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ALICE McDERMOTT
Seamus Heaney Award for Arts & Letters
to be presented by Marie Heaney

JIM ROONEY
Lewis L. Glucksman Award for Leadership
to be presented by Loretta Brennan Glucksman
GLUCKSMAN IRELAND HOUSE
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Since its founding in 1993, through the vision, courage and philanthropic bounty of Loretta Brennan Glucksman and the late Lewis L. Glucksman, Glucksman Ireland House NYU has educated several thousand undergraduate and graduate students and has hosted hundreds of events with poets, writers, historians, cultural icons and performers. Today, Glucksman Ireland House NYU stands as a beacon of Irish and Irish-American academic and artistic achievement. Its global reputation has evolved through a constant flow of books, articles, exhibits, podcasts, archival deposits and the American Journal of Irish Studies.
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2019 Honorees

ALICE MCDERMOTT
Seamus Heaney Award for Arts & Letters

JIM ROONEY
Lewis L. Glucksman Award for Leadership

2019 Honorees

ALICE MCDERMOTT
Alice McDermott’s critically acclaimed eighth novel, The Ninth Hour, was a finalist for the 2017 National Book Critics Circle Award and The 2017 Kirkus Prize for Fiction, and was awarded France’s Prix Femina. Her 2013 novel, Someone, was a New York Times bestseller, a finalist for the Dublin IMPAC Award, the National Book Critics Circle Award, The Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, and The Dayton Literary Peace Prize. Three of her previous novels, After This, Charming Billy, and That Night, were finalists for the Pulitzer Prize. Charming Billy won the National Book Award for Fiction in 1999 and was a finalist for the Dublin IMPAC Award. That Night was also a finalist for the National Book Award, the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction, and the National Book Critics Circle Award. Her stories, essays and reviews have appeared in The New York Times, The Washington Post, The New Yorker, Harper’s, Commonweal and elsewhere. She has received the Whiting Writers Award, The C.W. Motz Award for Library Excellence, and The Scott Fitzgerald Award for American literature, and The Mary McCarthy Award from Bard College. In 2013, she was inducted into the New York State Writers Hall of Fame. She is the Richard A. Macksey Professor of the Humanities at Johns Hopkins University.

JIM ROONEY
James (“Jim”) Rooney was born in the Northside of Pittsburgh – not far from where the family’s business – the legendary Steelers – play their home football games today. Jim’s father, the late Dan Rooney, owner and President of the Pittsburgh Steelers, co-founded The Ireland Funds. Jim and the Rooney family have been the driving force behind The Ireland Funds’ Pittsburgh Dinner since 1989. For 25 years, Jim has worked alongside his father on initiatives related to his role as U.S. Ambassador to Ireland, assisting with State Department relationships. He has also helped his father apply the Rooney Rule, the NFL’s initiative for greater diversity and inclusion, that was named after Dan’s efforts in promoting Rooney Consulting, which assists organizations with væristic, their coaches, building stronger teams and growing their businesses. He founded FirstLink Research and Analytics, a world leader in building business cases for technology transition. Jim holds an Organizational Consulting certificate from Georgetown University and a B.A. in Political Science and Communications from Boston College. Additionally, he serves on the Board of Directors for the Jewish Healthcare Foundation of Pittsburgh, the Ireland Funds America and Gilmour Academy.

BUSINESS ATTIRE
For information, please contact ireland.gala@nyu.edu or 212-998-3953

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2019
NYU Kimmel Center, 60 Washington Square South
Reception: 6:30 pm, Eisner & Lubin Auditorium, 4th Floor
Dinner: 7:30 pm, Rosenthal Pavilion, 10th Floor
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